
What is Stadia?

Top FAQs for Field teams 

Stadia is Google's cloud-based gaming platform that allows you to play your favorite hit video games 
across screens instantly with no downloads required.

What are the benefits of having your 
platform?

There are plenty of benefits including instant access to games on virtually any screen. Also, you'll 
never have to wait for a download patch or platform update.

What is the benefit of having a Stadia Pro 
subscription?

Stadia Pro is Stadia's premium subscription service and your gateway to the best that Stadia has to 
offer. With an active Stadia Pro subscription, you get a variety of perks, including free games each 
month, exclusive game discounts, and top-tier visual and audio quality.

For more info about Stadia, head to https://support.google.com/stadia

What happens if I stop my Stadia Pro 
subscription for some months - will I see 

my saved progress if I rejoin later on?

If you stop your Stadia Pro subscription, when you rejoin Stadia Pro you may retain the progress you 
made in previously-unlocked Stadia Pro subscription games and in add-ons you previously unlocked 
or purchased. Additionally, you may make individual game purchases and resume progress if you 
previously decided to stop your Stadia Pro subscription.

What's the minimum Internet 
speed/bandwidth that's needed to use 

Stadia?

We recommend an internet speed of at least 10 mbps for a 720p experience on Stadia. Faster 
connections can experience up to 4k streaming, dependent on connection speed.

https://support.google.com/stadia


Will I lose my game progress if my Internet 
connection dips or if I get throttled?

Top FAQs for Field teams 

If you happen to lose connection, Stadia will maintain the game where it got cut off for several 
minutes so that you can quickly get back online without losing progress. Also, if the bandwidth 
fluctuates, Stadia will adjust to deliver the best possible visual quality at all times.

How many players can play on a Stadia 
game?

The number is dependent on the game you're playing. Stadia supports full multiplayer titles, as well as 
couch based co-op and single player titles.

For more info about Stadia, head to https://support.google.com/stadia

What is the quality Stadia will stream 
content at?

Stadia will be able to stream games up to 4K HDR and 60 FPS quality for Stadia Pro subscribers. 
Non-subscribers can stream games up to 1080p and 60 FPS. Like any other Internet streaming 
experience, higher quality connections will result in the best experience.

https://support.google.com/stadia

